AK 236
WASHABLE AGENT

Add a 10% of this product to your acrylic paint to make it washable. Once the mix is applied you can remove the desired quantity with a brush moistened in water. This product is recommended for winter camouflages, to create any dust effects, or to imitate the lesser quality paints used on some vehicles, for example in the desert where the paint underneath was released little by little. The result is very convincing as it is based on the same principle as the real paint. The possibilities are endless because the effect can be used with any color.

1. Base color.
2. Main color. On the left mixed at a 10% and on the right at 15% to achieve different effects in the paint.
3. With a wet brush start fading the main color, letting arise the base color underneath. Observe that the higher the mix ratio the Washable Agent removes easier the paint.
4. We can use different kinds of brushes and different brush hardness to achieve more variety.
5. The paint is still very resistant to weathering effects and White Spirit.

Model by Abilio Piñeiro
More inspiring models on how to use this product.

- Russian 4BO
- Washable white 10% mix.
- Rust base.
- Washable black 15% mix.

Models by Rubén González